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Introd
duction: Signal in
ntensity in magnitu
ude MR images follows
fo
a Rician distribution
d
when ssingle-channel recceiver coils are em
mployed [1]. For m
multi-channel coill
acquisiitions, noise propeerties change, and the observed noise levels depend on
n the image reconsstruction method tthat is used to com
mbine information from the differentt
coils [22]. For the commonly used square-root sum-of-squarres (RSoS) reconsstruction, the noisee follows a non-ceentral-chi distribuution [3], whereas for the alternative
e
adaptivve reconstruction (AR)
(
[4], a Rician
n distribution is ex
xpected. Additionaally, if unknown coorrelations betweeen coils exist, noisse properties becom
me more complex.
Such ccorrelations are inttroduced when using GRAPPA to co
orrect for under-saampled acquisitionns, or when using multiband (MB)-G
GRAPPA for slicee un-aliasing [5-8].
For insstance, when RSo
oS reconstruction is performed with
h GRAPPA for un
nder-sampled acquuisitions, the noisse follows an effective non-stationaary non-central-chi
distribuution with differen
nt degrees of freedom and spatial variance
v
than the ones
o
obtained withh independent coiils [9]. For all thesse reasons, it is faar from obvious to
o
parameetrically describe the
t noise in modern, multi-channel MRI. This is particularly problemat
atic for diffusion-w
weighted (DW) MR
RI, where any artiificial elevation off
the noiise floor limits the ability to properrly quantify the siignal attenuation [10].
[
This ultimateely limits the spattial resolution andd maximum diffussion weighting (b-value) that one can reliaably use, because of
o indistinguishablle signal attenuatio
ons. A non-centraal-chi distribution will indeed cause an elevated noisee floor, which may
y
result iin higher DWI sig
gnal than expected
d for diffusion graadients aligned wiith white matter fiibers. As shown inn [11], such an efffect has a significcant impact on the
e
estimattion of fiber orieentation performed
d either through model-free or mo
odel-based approaaches. Thus, tracttography results may become biassed by the image
e
reconsttruction method. In
I the white matteer, the phenomeno
on is particularly evident in regionss of high anisotroopy, along the dom
minant fiber direcction, where signal
attenuaation is maximal [11]. In this work
k, we propose to use a multi-chan
nnel SENSE1 recoonstruction of GR
RAPPA un-aliasedd data, which exhhibits Rician noise
e
propertties. We compare the performance of
o the RSoS and SENSE1
S
reconstru
uction methods forr fiber orientation estimation acrosss different b-valuees and demonstrate
e
the advvantages of the SE
ENSE1 approach.
Methoods: Diffusion-weiighted images werre acquired on a 3T
T Siemens Connecctom Skyra with an SC72 gradient sset capable of up too 100 mT/m, but ccurrently operating
g
with a maximum of 84 mT/m
m
[12]. Wholee brain DWI weree acquired with a 32
3 channel coil ussing a multiband E
EPI sequence withh simultaneous muulti-slice excitation
n
[5,6] aand a mono-polar based diffusion sccheme. Image paraameters were: 2.2
2 x 2.2 x 2.2 mm3 voxels (54 slicess), TR/TE: 2.2s/844msec, and slice aacceleration MB=3
3
(with a slice shift of 1/3
3 FOVPE [7,8]) an
nd in-plane acceleeration GRAPPA=
=2. Nine b=0 s/mm
mm2 and 128 DW volumes at b=30000 s/mm2 were accquired for a totall
2
acquisiition time of ~5.25 min. A similar dataset
d
was acquirred at b=5000 s/m
mm . The signal frrom the individuall channels was dee-correlated based on the covariance
e
matrix of a noise-only
y acquisition. Sen
nsitivity profiles were estimated from
f
an
b no diffusion weighting. We obtained
o
acquisiition with matched parameters, but
magnittude images from the same k-spacee dataset using a) RSoS (∑ | | ) and b)
|) where
SENSE
E1 (|∑
is the im
mage from the ind
dividual channel an
nd
is
the esstimated sensitivitty profile. Fiber orientations were estimated from both
reconsttructions using th
he ball and stick model [13], und
der a Rician noisee model
assumpption.
Resultts and Discussion: The elevated noiise floor in the RSoS signal has been
n shown
to causse massive over-fiitting (in terms off the number of deetected fiber orienttations),
particuularly in very aniso
otropic voxels [11
1]. This is illustratted in Figure 1, wh
here the
signal from a voxel of the corpus callossum body is plotted vs. diffusion gradient
g
numbeer (sorted by increeasing angle with
h the principal fib
ber orientation). The
T first
nine vaalues come from the
t b0 images. It can
c be seen that a one-fiber
o
model correctly
predictts the SENSE1 siignal, as expected
d in this part of th
he brain (Fig. 1, center).
Howevver, such a model fails at predicting the RSoS signal, and
a a three-fiber model
m
is
neededd (Fig. 1, right). Notice
N
the oscillatiions of the three-ffiber model fit, ind
dicating
over-fiitting. Figure 2 demonstrates how
w SENSE1 recon
nstruction improv
ves the
estimattion of fiber orien
ntations by minim
mizing the numberr of spurious orien
ntations
resolveed in the corpus caallosum, compared
d to RSoS. At thee same time, sensittivity in
detectiing fiber crossingss in the centrum semiovale
s
is retain
ned. The benefits remain
regardlless of the b-value. We should poin
nt out that we illu
ustrate results wheen fiber
orientaations are estimateed via a model-based approach. How
wever, the improv
vements
are nott model-specific. In
I [11] it has been
n illustrated that bo
oth model-based [13] and
model--free [14] approacches suffer from the elevated noisse floor of the RSoS.
R
A
reductiion of the elevated
d noise floor and of
o artifacts in orieentation estimation
n can be
achieved by AR [11]. Ho
owever, experimen
nts have shown that AR does not beehave as
expected for diffusion daata. It should be no
oted that the primaary motivation in AR
A is to
suppreess artifact or noisse for clinical read
ding instead of rettaining signal fideelity for
quantiffication, although
h these two co
ompeting goals can be traded off in
implem
mentation.
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